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ABSTRACT

Social media has changed the ways of the political campaign to win their candidates. The media has been prepared for disseminating vision and mission of political candidates since social media has been a promising strategy campaign. This study aims to analyze the campaign strategy of the 2019 Presidential and Vice-President elections on Social Media. The method used was descriptive qualitative. The Data sources were obtained through the winning team accounts of Jokowi and Prabowo on Twitter. Data analysis techniques used Nvivo 12 plus through the crosstab feature. The results of the study found that the two winning team accounts on Twitter @BK52bersamaJKW and @PrabowoSandi_ID were very enthusiastic during the campaign. However, in the consistency level of Twitter account @BK52bersama JKW from February to April was not stable during the campaign process. Meanwhile, the Twitter account @PrabowoSandi_ID from November to December was inactive and it increased in January. Between the two winning teams; the Prabowo team was more enthusiastic in disseminating the candidate by using the hashtag where the percentage level is higher than the winning team of Jokowi.
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1. Introduction

The campaign is a political candidate strategy to disseminate their vision and mission (Abdillah, 2014). The general election of 2019 was different from other years due to it was held simultaneously not only to elect the president and vice president but also national and regional legislative members. An important stage for election participants in the campaign. Therefore, the simultaneous election currently participating in elections (political parties, legislative candidates as well as candidates for president and vice president) moves together in the campaign, both to introduce themselves to each presidential candidate or the winning teams. According to a survey of Kompas in Jakarta on March 21, 2019, the presidential and vice-presidential election contestation received greater attention, at 65.2% compared to the growth and dynamics of legislative elections.

Election, in the conventional view, is a process where politicians can be held accountable and forced to introduce policies that reflect the public opinion (Heywood, 2013). It emphasizes the bottom-up functions of election: political recruitment, representation of the government formation, influencing policy (Heywood, 2013). Ginsberg as cited in Heywood, 2013) described that election as a means of governments and political elites to exert control over their people, make them calmer, and easier to regulate. The view is top-down functions of election: building credibility, shaping public opinion, and strengthening institutions. Elections are not only their character but the only system of public accountability (Heywood, 2013).

Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections and General Election Commission Regulation Number 28 of 2018 related to the Election Campaign has regulated the longer duration of the campaign and the presence of social media as a new electoral campaign strategy. The long campaign duration implied the successful team in developing the right strategy and substantive. Social media is also a new and promising space for political candidates and successful teams in campaigns to disseminate their vision and mission (Aminah, 2006). The reason is that voters do not understand what political parties or presidential candidates will do, both vice president in the next five years. The Kompas Survey in Jakarta on March 21, 2019, found that 57.3% of respondents expected a dynamic campaign, between the competing groups and the public understanding of the programs offered. While 32.6% expected a campaign to be carried out peacefully even though the community does not understand the program offered, and 10.1% of respondents expected a strong and tense campaign between the teams and people understand the program offered (Perdana & Wildianti, 2018). Apart from the ongoing campaign, public spaces had not yet been filled with the programmatic debate at issue.

The social media platform has created opportunities for shared governance and has the potential to make it easier for the Government to reach out to the community, online discussions and participation forms, empowering citizens, groups, and communities (Nurmandi et al., 2015). The Ministry of Communication and Informatics of the Republic of Indonesia released the data on social media users in Indonesia is increasing year by year. In 2019 the number of social media users in Indonesia reached 150 million active users. That number increased to 20 million active media users compared to 2018. In 2018, active social media users reached 130 million. The data revealed that social media users in Indonesia continued to increase from year to year. Even, the increase of almost an average of 20 million users per year. So with the number of active users in Indonesia, it is not surprising that the community’s response is very active in various activities and public issues on social media.
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Figure 1. Data on Active Users of Social Media in Indonesia (in million)
Source: Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia (2019).

Social media is an integral part of human interaction, occupying an increasing proportion of time and social space (Lewis et al., 2019). In line with the growth of social media users, the percentage of Twitter users in Indonesia from year to year also continues to increase rapidly. In 2019 Twitter users in Indonesia even reached 6.43 million users or around 52% of the total of social media users. Although the percentage of active users on Twitter ranks fourth from other social networking applications such as Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube. However, the users of Twitter, from year to year has increased as shown in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2. The Percentage of Active Twitter Users in Indonesia
Source: Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia (2019).

The two candidates must realize that the unrelated matters to the vision, mission, and program can color the campaign to convince voters. Nevertheless, this issue has become very hot and debate among voters since the social media roles are now becoming a new media in political campaigns (Perdana & Wildianti, 2019). Branding in social media is actively organized and handled continuously to maintain continuity of contact with the theme that grows in groups, information protection on social media continues to be influenced by media management (Rohim & Wardana, 2019). Social media has been a strategic way to win political
candidates (Heywood, 2013). Due to political candidates have prepared the media as a promising strategy to disseminate their vision and mission, highlighting information campaigns, documentary videos of political candidates through various types of media such as television and social media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and WhatsApp) have influenced the political candidate interests (Ardha, 2014). The development of social media is increasingly rapid this is influenced from the internet to the development of social media (Quinn, 2019). Social media is a form of electronic communication that facilitates social interaction and the formation of online communities through information exchanges among users (Heywood, 2013). Also, it facilitates the public in updating information from various fields, including the elections in 2019 (Komariah & Kartini, 2019). The results of a survey conducted by the Indonesia Internet Service Provider Association (APJII) are accumulated based on the percentage of internet users from 2018 and as of May 2019, there were 171 million people from all regions of Indonesia (Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia, 2019).

This article focuses on the strategies of 2019 presidential and vice-presidential elections through social media due to social media currently plays an important role in life, one of them in a political campaign.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Political Campaign in Social Media

Political campaigns have only been understood as a process of intensive political party interaction with the public in a certain period before the general election (Safira, 2019). Political campaigns are periods given to all candidates, both political parties and individuals, to justify the work programs and to influence public opinion, while at the same time, to mobilize the public for electing them (Budiman, 2014). In general, this campaign is also viewed as future meeting activities, parades, political speeches (Safira, 2019), with campaign management candidates, political parties, government, lobbyists, and interested groups can use their agenda to direct public opinion (Setiadi, 2016). The product of legislative elections as a response to the group and people needs in the desired society (Nimrah & Sakaria, 2016).

Social Media provides access to evidence of human rights violations beyond those provided by mainstream media or non-governmental organizations and strengthened social media (Nurmandi et al., 2015). It is expected that the Internet becomes a forum for flow information of two-way communication between politicians and their supporters directly. Social media defines the perfect communication tool to gather information, public opinion, political positions, and build communities for political campaigns (Rohim & Wardana, 2019). Social media has become an important part of public life, semilinear. The massive use not only for social needs but also for business economic interests for political purposes (Prawibowo & Purnamasari, 2019). An election is a political moment where social media, especially Twitter, Facebook, and Whatsapp for political purposes (Perangin-angin & Zainal, 2018; Musfialdy, 2015). Whereas social media and its content have become important instruments in shaping millennial generation for political behavior patterns (Senova, 2016). That role, among other things, indicates that the current millennial generation cannot be separated from social media (Komariah & Kartini, 2019). Social media content provides political knowledge about candidate profiles in the election contestation, good political education related to the technical implementation of elections and the vision and mission of the candidates (Aminah, 2006). The millennial generation has become a place for the community to discuss related social media content (Surya, 2019). Recently, Facebook, Twitter, and Whatsapp are good media with a large number of users to promote. Besides, the popularity of this site will be very effective in using them as a
means of campaigns. Using the media as political campaigns such as presidential elections, governors, regents, members of Parliament and others will cause criticism (Susanto, 2019).

Political advertising is part of a campaign that aims to promote candidates running for election. Sumbo TinARBuko, stated that political advertising is an effort to convey visual-verbal messages about political life that is built communicatively (Lewa et al., 2019). Political advertisements sent by a person or group of people in a political party that is incorporated (Hasan, 2016). In any event, the campaign, candidates expect the election to attract people through the device. The rise of political advertising phenomena in public spaces is a form of euphoric political campaigns through advertising in the media. It aims to win the hearts and sympathies of voters at the election time (Junaidi et al., 2015; Prasetyanti, 2017).

The benefits of social media roles, in this case, Facebook can be beneficial in increasing the popularity of political parties during campaigns. Although not officially regulated, the use of social media as a campaign tool is still monitored and restricted, however, it is still permissible to use social media as a means (Junaidi et al., 2015; Aminah, 2019). Every member of a political party usually promotes intensively. It is proved from the implemented policies by political parties and mass media or those controlled by the government, currently used as a social media phenomenon on the internet as a network of political campaigns, policies imposed by political parties and mass media under the government (Fitri, 2015).

Currently, social media networks used for political campaigns, it was also noted in the introduction of social media political parties in the 2014 legislative elections in Indonesia. This can be tracked in social media contestants, such as Facebook and Twitter (Sandra, 2013), as a result, social media tends to be: 1) strong instruments for today’s and tomorrow’s political campaigns, 2) reaching out to voters and direct support, 3) displaying their logos/icons through political parties, 4) quick count results also show that political parties use social media to win legislative elections as part of their campaign (Abdillah, 2014; Junaidi et al., 2015).

Regarding the important role of mass media in politics and society, in this case, is the role of mass media relations from political and cultural/political participation in Indonesia will be discussed (Quinn, 2019), where the mass media is now often used as a ‘vehicle’ for political parties to be public watched. Besides, through mass media, political culture or public political participation will be greatly affected (Syarief, 2017). The way their media present political events can influence public perception or views on issues of political development (Heywood, 2013). This can lead to the formation of public opinion to develop community attitudes and actions on political issues that are considered as developing political issues or political actors (Hafizh et al., 2015). Mass mobilization has always been an important strategy for every political actor that expects to win the competition (Plaituka et al., 2018). Media is interpreted as a means of spreading ideas and democracy to the community so that political socialization occurs evenly in the community (MusfiALdy, 2015), while the media is interpreted as a factor driving the development of democratization stimulus at the grassroots level (Nuryanti, 2018). However, in transactional democracy also helps develop the reorganization of the former regime's elite can still exist in a democracy. Extraordinary media growth during the transition period and uneven economic and political capital led to media and political oligarchs (Darmawan, 2013).

The political identity that occurs in Indonesia has two patterns: positive and negative or even destructive (Kiftiyah, 2019). For the second, the attention to most of the main population groups who attempt to dominate minority groups by removing or even eradicating them (PrasETia, 2019). Some observers argue that the political identity that has taken place in Indonesia is emerging in recent years as the rise of conservative movements (PrasETia, 2019).
Social media does offer opportunities for political actors to attract voters, interact directly with the public, and create conversations that are “familiar” with the public (Heywood, 2013). On the other hand, social media can also make political actors laughed at or even ridiculed by the public about the benefits of social media in the political sphere (Barniat, 2019). Social media is the best place to convey information about political parties. Through social media, it can be used to spread the word about the hottest issues of political party members (Saleh, 2018; Wahono & Effrisanti, 2018).

2.2. The Impact of Social Media Use on Election

Twitter, meanwhile, the wide influence of social media has made it a powerful socialization agent, a power that influences one's views, values and behavior significantly (Lewis et al., 2019; Jayanti, 2019). Commission presence of the civil servants (Indonesian: ASN) that has one important task is to maintain their neutrality and ASN management in conducting general elections (politics), by carrying out the public campaign theme “ASN Neutral, Strong and Independent Bureaucracy”. State Civil Apparatus Commission in the presentation of the Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform of the Republic of Indonesia (2015) is a non-structural institution that is independent and free from political intervention to create employees and implementers of professional ASNs, provide services fairly and neutrally, and become gluten and unifying nations (Jayanti, 2019).

The political image is posting on the social media content of each political party candidate (Luhukay, 2013). There are no interesting special themes to be appointed and become news points of view. All candidates are still the same themes and monotonous national concerns such as happy celebrating religious holidays, conditions of natural disasters, national problems such as soccer, youth, and personal interests that are adjusted to the Party’s vision and mission and the hopes and desires of private candidates (Nimrah & Sakaria 2016). On the other hand, in the dramaturgic approach of Erving Goffman explains that when men interact with one another, he expects to manage the messages that he/she hopes to grow in others (Fitri, 2015). Twitter is a stage of plays for its account users (Rustandi, 2013). All Twitter users are racing to show their best on it. This is what is often referred to as imaging (Fitri, 2015; Suharman, 2019). Hashtag analysis #2019gantipresiden is connotative. The social media like Twitter talks about efforts to suggest their figures the right value to be elected in the 2019 presidential election via Twitter. In the tweet, it was shown that the tweet pinned the hashtag #2019GantiPresiden showed a figure supported by Prabowo and the general public (Suharman, 2019), so that means that a decent society on social media chose Prabowo in 2019. The hashtag or hash sign is one of the popular cultural texts where there are signs that represent the dominant group. This study analyzed the dominant signs found in hashtag #2019GantiPresiden as the meaning of representation in the 2019 election on Twitter (Jati, 2016). Through Roland Barthes’s semiotic analysis, this study found connotations and myths that represented the fence sign on Twitter (Suharman, 2019). The connotation comes from the text that has embedded hashtags; (1) People who make their choice in 2019 general elections based on certain standards, (2) People need help to make decisions in the 2019 Presidential Election, (3) The public is required to no longer vote for Jokowi in the 2019 Presidential Election, and (4) The public must elect Prabowo in the 2019 Presidential Election (Suharman, 2019).

3. Research Methodology

This study used a qualitative method with a descriptive approach. Data sources were from websites, news, books, and social media, in this case, was Twitter. Data analysis is an effort to
work with data, organizing information, sorting by units of data that can be used, licenses, to look for and find patterns, to find out the important things to investigate, and to determine. The technique of analysis used the NVivo 12 Plus with the crosstab feature. Crosstab is to collect compared data/words for the comparison.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Social Media Use in General Election 2019

Various online activities have coordinated political activities directly and political activists in a rapid mobilization (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2010). Social media has become an important part of the life in general public, lineal. Its massive use not only for social needs but also for business economic interests for political purposes. The election is a political moment where social media for political purposes, especially Twitter (Perangin-angin & Zainal, 2018). In the context of political campaigns, social media as a new media has a high function of involvement since voters can follow the political candidates or political party accounts which mean they can monitor activities, up to online news for all candidates. The connected function of social media is also high due to social media facilitates direct communication with candidates using social media accounts. The public can ask directly, post comments, sending messages, or giving like to information provided. Communication is two-way communication. Good social media has a high level of function in terms of mobilization to achieve its goals.

![Figure 3. The Analysis of Jokowi Winning-Team Account @BK52BersamaJKW](image-url)
The analysis above revealed that the Twitter account above has risen in March 2019 to share good news or positive content in the candidates' debates during the campaign. To support this, they are required to have skills in finding accurate data. Data review will be managed into a piece of clear and useful information in the process of winning the presidential election. During the process of finding the information needed, a successful team must get information that can be justified to the public later; this information is based on valid sources by disseminating information through Twitter. Disseminating news using social media like Twitter is more efficient than manual. Spreading the word through Twitter is more efficient. Joko Widodo's personal Twitter account almost daily posts their daily activities during the campaign.

![Figure 4. The Analysis of Prabowo-Sandi Winning-Team Account @prabowosandi_ID](image)

The results of the NVivo analysis showed that the use of political strategies using social media like the Prabowo-Sandi team increased in January 2019. This showed that winning supporters of Prabowo-Sandi were eager in the campaign process to disseminate their vision and mission. However, from February to April it tends to decrease. It identifies that the winning team of Prabowo-Sandi has decreased.
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The NVivo analysis above shows that the Jokowi winning team tends to be more proactive in social media campaigns. The use of hashtags has become more strategic in influencing people to support Jokowi through Twitter. According to Mandibergh, social media facilitates collaboration among users that produce user-generated content (Quinn, 2019). Boyd also stated that social media as a collection of software that allows individuals and communities to gather, share, communicate, and collaborate in certain cases (Quinn, 2019).

The statements above explain that Jokowi winning team is closely related to a group of people in each field. Using social media, the Jokowi winning team is easier to campaigns and collaborate among them, the community as the recipient of the information and social media as a container. In the campaign, Jokowi winning team used many hashtags to disseminate all information related to the campaign, 2019. Of the 29 hashtags found from NVivo No. 5 hashtag were excited that the first hashtag #01Indonesiamaju resulted in 6.49%, second rank hashtag #01Jokowilagi 5.19%, third place #pilih01bajuputihlagi was 4.63%, the fourth #debatpintarJokowi was 4.7%, and #JawaTimurtotalbersatu was 4.17%.

Figure 5. The Analysis of Jokowi Hashtag Campaign
The analysis using NVivo above shows that the Prabowo-Sandi winning team on Twitter accounts tend to be more pro-active in social media campaigns. The use of hashtags becomes more strategic in influencing communities to support Prabowo-Sandi through social media. In the campaign, the Prabowo-Sandi winning team used a lot of hashtags to disseminate all information related to the campaign, 2019. Of the 29 hashtags found from NVivo No. 5 hashtag was very enthusiastic, resulting in the first rank #PrabowoIndonesamenang resulted in 11.69%, second rank hashtag #neweraPrabowoSandi 9.09%, in third place #SandiagaUnotukeren and #PrabowoSandiunoIndonesia, totaled 7.79%, and fourth rank #PrabowoSandi amounted to 6.49%.

4.2. Discussion

During the campaign, the social media activities for the 2019 presidential and vice-presidential elections certainly contribute to the implementation of democracy both positively and negatively. In this discussion, the comparison between the two accounts @BK52bersamaJKW and @PrabowoSandi_ID show that both accounts are very enthusiastic in the campaign. However, the level of dynamic consistency on Twitter @ BK52bersamaJKW was having diagram instability from February during the campaign process, while on the Twitter account @PrabowoSandi_ID was not active in November and December and then an increase occurred in January. The success model perspective of Information Technology can be expressed that the Quality Management System is a management system that uses a basic approach to users’ satisfaction. This system aims to ensure compliance with the resulting product process. The suitability criteria shown by the ability to produce some products that meet users’ needs, requirements, or needs are determined by users and organizations (Elmunsyah, 2012). This theory shows that the use of Information technology depends on the...
individual or organization’s needs that manage it. In disseminating information through hashtags, between Jokowi and Prabowo, Prabowo winning team was more enthusiastic. Both candidates of presidential and vice-presidential are equally active in social campaigns. The difference is in the media strategy in disseminating the vision and mission ahead of the election.

5. Conclusion

It can be concluded that the comparison between the two Twitter @BK52bersamaJKW and @PrabowoSandi_ID shows that both the Twitter accounts are very enthusiastic in political campaigns. However, the level of consistency on the account @BK52bersamaJKW in February to April was not stable. While on account @PrabowoSandi_ID in November and December was inactive and it was increased in January. Between the winning teams of Jokowi and Prabowo, the Prabowo team is more enthusiastic in disseminating information in political campaigns through the hashtag as shown in Figure 4 that the percentage level is higher than Jokowi winning team.
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